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eo eueo paseso Saoodo OMR ea ES»5 qgeds srsaeao erier 65od. 

SECTION-I : MATHEMATICS 

1. The length of tangent from a point 15 cm away from the centre of a circle of radius 

9 cm is 

9 o.5o. ygo no hgsocio ood 15 bo.bo. diood' reo Botsiy aood e ot haorons de > 
(1) 12 cm (2) 9 cm (3) 10 cm (4) 15 cm 

12 o.35. 9 o.3. 10 Bo.. 15 o.0. 

2. If two circles touch internally, then the number of their common tangents is 

(1) 2 (2) 3 (3) (4) 1 

3. If the radius of a sphere is tripled, then its volume will become 

(1) 27 times (2) 9 times (3)times (4) double 

27 Ce 9 De 

4. A patient in a hospital is given soup daily in a cylindrical bowl of diameter 7 cm. If the bow 

is filled with soup to a height of 4 cm, then how many litres of soup the hospital manage 
ment has to prepare daily to serve 100 patients? 
s ersssooh E'hoets (s0 5u 7 bo.bo. giso No pds6 Dr6 4 bo.ho. eg soso S ayaddiaod, cao e 

(1) 15 (2) 152 (3) 154 (4) 156 



5. The total surface area of a cone with slant height 21 m and diameter of its base 24 m is 

dee 21 . a0utuo qr gsao 24 o. heo s ogs) aoai, i3oi" 6ooa 

(1) 252x sq. m (2) 5047 sq. 1 

252x 5. 504T 5. 5. 

(3) 3967 sq. m (4) 1080T sq. m 

3967 S.. 1080T 5. 5o. 

6. cos(90°-0)sin (90°-0)= 

tane tan 
(1) 1-tan 0 (2) 1+ tan e (3) 1 (4) 0 

7. The value of cos 1 ° cos 2°.... cos 180° is 

cos1° cos 2° ..... cos 1 80° d5, Daos 

(1) 1 (2) 0 (3)-1 (4) None of these 

tan65° 
is 8. The value of cot 25 

tan 65 
cot 25 

(1) 0 (2) 1 (3)-1 (4) 3 

2 tan 30° 

1-tan 30 
(1 sin 60 (2) cos 60 (3) tan 60 (4) cot 60 

10. If tan(A - B) = and sin A =then the value of Bis 

tan(A-B) cssin A-os5 B 3eus 

(1) 45 (2) 15° (3) 30 (4) 60 

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK/ Daso8 3 



11. If x=a sec0 and y= btan0, then the value of b22-a22 is 

x=a sece dato y =btane eoasts bx-ay Deus 

(1) ab (2) a2-b2 (3) a2+b2 (4) ab 

sin 12. 1cose 

1+cos (1) (2) Cos 0 

cos 
(3) Cose 

sin 
(4) Sin 9 

cose 
sin0 

13. A kite is flying at a height of 60 m above the ground. The string attached to the kite is temporarily tied to a point on the ground. The inclination of the string with the ground is 60. Assuming that there is no slack in the string, the length of the string is 
ar ood 60 S. Ja6 IKGboa mb5eo gr»a 30e SToUöor 60°o Seno Saadoes moseoi boBadooeas saihods Töo (Töo Säveor rDoONeov�) 
(1) 40 3 m (2) 60/3 m (3) 120/3 m (4) 303 m 

40/3 . 60 3 120 3 . 30 3 o. 

14. What is the angle of elevation of the Sun, if the length of the shadow of a tower is times the height of the tower? 

(1) 300 (2) 45e0 10 (3) 600 (4) None of these 

odhtebone 
15. The angle of elevation of the top of a tower standing on a horizontal plane from a pont 1s o. After walking a distance d towards the foot of the tower, the angle of elevation is founa 

to be B. Then the height of the tower is 

ess6 35 5CSr 5öjds &aSeaiaas ß easia es 6s35 Jg 

d d (1) tan a - tanB (2) d(cota- cot B) (4) d(tana-tanB) (3) cota-cot B 



16. Two friends are born in the year 2000. The probability that they have the same birthday is 

ooes 2000 son& eob5 0650 SeS 5'r aa 6 sson sosg 

364 
(2) 365 365 

(3) (1 365 (4) 366 366 

17. In a simultaneous toss of two coins, the probability of getting at least one head is 

(2) (3) 2 (4) 1 

18. If a die is thrown once, then the probability of getting a prime number is 

(2) 3 (3) (4) 2 3 

19. f E and E are the events of occurrence and non-occurrence of a random experiment 
respectively and P(E) = 0-05, then PB)= 

5 a Sario6 E S30cao E eo ts 5oes3 esonicoa ao0aio edonsaSaDS aouo0o05 Sbest 

PLE)= 005 ead P[�)= 

0ctho 

(3) 09 (4) 095 (1)-0-05 (2) 05 

20. In a graphical representation of a frequency distribution, if the distance between 
mode and mean is k times the distance between median and mean, then the value 
of k is 

s brs Dgrestsisao dBsot, duros coso6' orovossso ss0csiso eo8tioijastovo socjando, ocgnatiao subatio ecs 

Sogsstsooo Sotg 6rovs k Dey eoaisepouið k Deu 

(2) 3 (1) 2 

(4) Cannot be determined (3) 1 

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK / DS08 gs 



21. The mean of 100 observations is 49. By an error 60, 70, 80 are registered as 40, 20, 50 respectively. The correct mean is 

100 eove SNe 49. &6us5 60, 70, 8005o odsoor 3695 40, 20, 50eiao S3r6s 3ro. uo03 305 SNe 

(1) 48 (2) 52 (3) 54 (4) 50 

22. A car manufacturing company announced that most of the people are showing interest to purchase red colour cars. The measure of central tendency they selected for this observa-tion is 

(1) median (2) mean (3) mode (4) None of these 
eeos SsSos (5Neb) 

23. If the median of 10 observations 20, 22, 27, 28, 32, x+2, 39, 40, 41, 50 arranged in the ascending order is 34, then the value of x is 

s5n oo6 essojs 10 soras 20, 22, 27, 28, 32, x +2, 39, 40, 41, 50 o Sodgsio 34 ecad x Dos (1) 32 (2) 34 (3) 35 (4) 36 

24. If mean of first n natural numbers is 15, then the value of n is 
3oo n 3e opso 3Keao 15 eod n Deos 

(1) 15 (2) 30 (3) 14 (4) 29 

25. The difference between the maximum and minimum observations in the data is 

(1) class interval 
(2) frequency 

(3) cumulative frequency (4) range 



26. Which of the following is an irrational number? 

(1) 02 (3) 1-212121.. (4) 

27. If a, b, care real numbers, then which one of the following shows associative property w.r.t 

addition? 

a, b, ces P5 Sopg@3 & dod r6 50 aotoao Goa 7go0 

(1) a +b =b+a (2) a+(b+c) = (a +b) +c 

(3) alb +c)= ab + ac (4) None of the above 

28. Which of the following rational numbers has terminating decimal expansion? 

dob estelcxs tsopgod ba eo8ssaig rod Dgóe? 
89 37 21 

(0) 35 (2)352 (1) 32x5 (3) 72 (4) 3 

29. If p, g are co-prime numbers, then HCF (P, q) 

P. qeo Bods 3-pp3 topd, Kae. (P, g) = 

(2) 4 (3) pq (4) 1 (1) P 

30. The smallest number which leaves remainders 8 and 12 when divided by 28 and 32 

respectively is 

28 s0cso 32 topgod gphoam 56ssm 8 3socsso 12 dteo 53 sg opg 

(3) 204 (4) 214 (1) 224 (2) 244 

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK/ 3gsbd asdao 



31. Which one of the following statements is true?Tedo 

(1) Logarithm of 1 to any non-zero base is0 

5vg88 esgogo 1 dsos, iSosgso '0' 

(2) Logarithm of any non-zero number to the same base is 1 

(3) Logarithms of a number with different bases have different values 

(4) All of the above 

32. If the characteristic of logarithm of a number is n, then the number of digits in the 

number is 

5 SosSo s, oSso n eabts es topgQ Sod eoso 

(1) n (2) n-1 (3) n+1 (4) 

33. If A = {1, 2, 3, 4,5) and B={4, 5, 6, 7), then A-B = 

A = {1, 2, 3, 4,5) SOcss B ={4, 5, 6, 7}, eowd A-B = 

(1) 2, 3) 2) 14, 5)omieos3) {1, 2, 3} (4)(6, 7) 

34. If 
A = {x:x is an even number less than 10) and 

B-{x: x is a prime number less than 10} 

then n(AnB) is 

A = {x: x s30 10 sSo S5 580ps} o8 oabs 
B-{x: x eso 10 Sod sps Sgrs aopg } o 

eoasd n(AnB) 

(1) 0 fe (3) (4) None of these (2) 1 2 

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK / D6s08 53 



35. If AnB = 0, then which of the following is correct? 

AnB- saud a Bod 06' 50 sögo? 
(1) A and B are disjoint sets (2) Azo and B-

A S0a B Daius S3dse Ao ss0cass B= 

(3) A= and B (4) All of these 
A= S0obo B 

36. Which of the following is a factor of the polynomial x+x-17x+15? 
e So D5 b8 x*+x -17x +15 eao osas as sröTOSS 
(1) x+3 (2) x-3 (3) 2x+3 (4) 2x-3 

37. If a, B are the zeros of the quadratic polynomial x +x +1, then 

a, Besx+x+1 ea S5 oosas osðð 

(1) 1 (2) -1 (3) 0 (4) None of these 

38. If a polynomial of degree 7 is divided by a polynomial of degree 4, then the degree of the quotient is 

583To 7 sR s e5o50 30%5 eno 4 505 505'5 usa5 grhoD5 Sy gnsexio dlus, S8Sreaiao 
(1) less than 3 (2) 3 ho0 (3) more than 3 (4) 0 

3 sod 8 

39. The number of solutions of the pair of linear equations x+2y=8 and 2x +4y = 16 are 

X+ 2y = 8 36cd 2x + 4y = 16 dhoso sbosdero ed Bos), ie öop 
(1) 0 (2) 1 (3) 2 (4) infinitely many 

estsods eiSo 

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK/ agsos assa 



40. Five years ago, Ramu was thrice as old as Somu and ten years later, Ramu will be twice as old as Somu. Then the present ages of Ramu and Somu respectively are 

5 sone B3o oso Sctiti Satso 3 04 530csao 10 So1 o 8676 os Scsi) 5ao Scriisiayts 2 8egassd 

(1) 35, 20 (2) 20, 35 (3) 20, 500 (4) 50, 20 

41. The pair of linear equations 2x+y-5 = 0 and 3x-2y-4 0 intersect at the point 
2x+y-5 = 0 s0cdb 3x-2y-4 = 0dDox Shossero eQ dlus, podS Dodsy 

(4) (1,2 (2) (2, 1) (3) (1, 3) (4) (1, -1) 

42. For what value of k, does the quadratic equation 9x+3kx+4 0, have equal roots? 

k as Dess 9x +3kx+ 4 = 0 3s sisder3 TS Srr Jouro? 

(1) 2 (2) +3 (3) 4 (4) +9 

43. A takes 6 days less than the time taken by B to finish a piece of work. If both A and B 
together can finish it in 4 days, then the time taken by B to finish the work is 

S30 Scoess A So B Sod 6 5weo s S5ocabo Sdsavoâ. A, Beo ago sdb e S00 4 5ro6 
Screrend, Bed s00 re Saxoner S5ctbo 

(3) 16 days (4) 18 days 

18 5'ere 

(1) 12 days (2) 14 days 

12 5ere 14 5ere 16 5ere 

44. If the product of two consecutive integers is 306, then the quadratic representation ot this 

condition is 

Dodio 35s15 T opgo ogo 306 e3 sp6sso tDodo sg stosieno 

(1)x+x -306 - 0 (2) x+X+306 = 0 

(3) -x+306 = 0 (4) x-x-306-0 

3. lf x =1 is a common root of ax2 +ax +2 = 0 and x2+ X+b=0, then the value of a0 1s 

x=l e3o ax +ax +2-0 30c x+x+b = 0 o dad sarebd ab Deus 

(1) 1 (2) 2 (3) 3 (4) 4 

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK/ D008 



46. The missing term () of the Arithmetic Progression (AP) 3, ?, 33, 48, 1S 

3, P, 33, 48, . e eos6 (P) udiear 3ocs05 S6 

(2) 16 (3) 20 (4) 22 
() 18 

47, +3+5t to n terms 
47. t.5+8+ to 8 terms 

=9, then the value of n is 

1+3+5+ n sae S053 
2+5+8+8 sae 3683 

9 eaass n Des 

(1) 20 (2) 40 (3) 10 (4) 30 

48. If the 6th term of a Geometric Progression (GP) is 243 and the 1st term is 32, then what 

will be the 5th term of the GP? 

S o5 Sd Ks0oaho 65 Sores Saosr 32 Ss0cho 243 savd e 463 55 365s 

(1) 162 (2) 81 (3) 108 (4) 72 

49. The arithmetic mean and geometric mean between two numbers are 75 and 21 respec-
tively, then the numbers are 

Bodis 3opgo aotg eos otgbio dakso Koershs soëoaves Sdoxo 75 sobcdb 21 savs e Soggeu 

(1) 63, 87 (2) 73, 77 (3) 17, 133 (4) 3, 147 

50. If the points (x, 9), (0, 1) and (-6,-7) are collinear, then the value of x is 

(x, 9), (0, 1) s0cso (-6,-7) Dodsoes sdhaiorgd x Decs 

(1) 4 (2) 5 (3) 6 (4) 7 

51. The area of a triangle with vertices (a, b+ c), (b, c +a) and (e, a+b)is 

(a, b+c), (b, c+a) so0ciso (c, a + b) Bore sps (OCoe 3areg 

(1)abe (2)lab be + ca) 

(9) b+c) (4) 0 

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK/ Ds0s stio 



52. The slope of a line perpendicular to 13x-7y+1-0 is 

13x-7y+l =Osssdps eouom odio dy zre 

13 
(3) 13 13 (4) 

53. The mid-point of the line joining the points (4, 5) and (-2, -1) is 
(4, 5) S8ctho (-2, -1) Dodsjeso Seso dp dloos, odgDoss 
(1) (1, 3) (2) (3, 1) (3) (1, 2) (4) (2, 1) 

54. The ratio in which the X-axis divide's the line segment joining the points (4, 6) and (3,-8) is 

(4, 6) sbaso(3, -8) Dodayoio sDS dr por X- eo Dceod 9 
(1) 1:2 (2) 2:3 (3) 3:4 (4) 4:5 

55. The point on the X-axis which is equidistant from the points (2, -5) and 2, 9) is 
X-o Sos or (2, -5) ss8ctso -2, 9) Dodsyo Kood sis dröo6 od Dodso 

(1)-7, 0) (2) (0,-7) (3) (7, 0) (4) (0, 7) 

56. In the given figure, if PX = 5 cm, XR = 3 cm, QR = 7.2 cm and XY||PQ, then the length of RY is 

Seo6 PX = 5 cm, XR = 3 cm, QR = 7.2 cm S30ado XY||PQ sad RY > 

X 

(1) 27 cm (2) 3 cm 
27 30.ho. 3 bo.3o. 

(4) Cannot be determined (3) 2-9 cm 
2-9 o.bo. aotaeaito 

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK/b08 assoo 



57. If the ratio of the corresponding sides of two similar triangles is 2 :3, then the ratio of their 

corresponding altitudes is 

3odo 0Scere etidus coere y 2:3 eaud zd eidrs ave y 

(1) 3:2 (2) 4:9 (3) 2:3 (4) 9:4 

58. In the given figure, if AB = c, AC =b and AD L BC, then AD= 

Sod AB = c, AC =b 0ckso ADi BC easd AD= 

iniot feeneB4 

bc2 
(3) Jb2 +c 

bc bc 

()2 (2) b2+c2 (4) None of these 

59. If the circumference of a circle is 22 cm, then the area of a quadrant of the circle is 

asdo 5, oeSos 22 o.h. eas5 e go6g3 aoas erio o prego 

(1) 8-625 sq. cm (2) 9-625 sq. cm 

8-625 S. o.bo. 9-625 5. bo.33. 

3) 10.5 sq. cm C-so a ( 12-825 sq. cm 

10.5 5.o.b. 12-825 5. o.ho. 

60. Four equal circles, each of radius 7 cm, touch each other and a square ABCD is formed 
through the centres, A, B, C, D of these circles as shown in the figure. Then the area of 
the shaded region is 

Seod arsg 7 obo. aybo re weao 3is hao aogre A, B, C, D boyds sassgo ABCD eass, 

(1) 119 sq. cm (2) 42 sq. cm 

1195.bo.5o 
(3) 157 5 sq. cm (4) None of these 

42 . 23o.bo. 157-5 5. 3o.3o. 

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK/ D608 R 



SECTION-II: PHYSICS 

61. For a person with myopia defect, the maximum focal length of the eye-lens is 

(1) <2-5 cm (2) 25 cm (3) 25 cm (4) None of these 

<2:5 bo. >2:5 3o.5b. = 25 o. 

62. The sensation of vision on the retina is carried to the brain by 

(1) ciliary muscle (2) cornea (3) optic nerves (4) iris 

3Dar6 Sodoe 

63. Pick the correct answer from the following two statements: 

(A) In VIBGYOR, wavelength increases from violet to red 

(B) In VIBGYOR, refractive index increases from violet to red. 

(A) VIBGYOR 6 söondgso deröoKO `ood J6sDOoKOES b6oKsavoð 

B) VIBGYOR 5 Sos5 KEnao acoooKs Sbod J63HöoNbs 36Kbaoo8o 

(1) only (A) is truue (2) only (B) is true 

(A)r Neeo (B) ST Deo 

(3) Both (A) and (B) are true 

(A), (B) Tods Derd 
Both (A) and (B) are false 
(A), (B) Bodr 8ð 

(4) 

64. In a glass prism moory Or uede to ul giv e 
es ree 3eao6 

(1) green light is dispersed more than red light 

(2) red ight is dispersed more than green light 

Jyöors so0 essioorb sob So s Seno odo 

(3) both green and red light are equally dispersed 

(4) None of the above 

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK / 508 so 



65. A person cannot see objects clearly beyond 40 cm. The power of the lens to correct 

vision is 

(1)+25 D (2)-25 D (3)+4 D (4)-4 D 

66. A bulb draws a current of 0-2 A from a 220 V source. The resistance of the filament of the 
bulb is 

s 3ag6 wey 220 V S Kod 02 A Dio6so DNaný, e oey 3oiooes Bao5, 36%o 

(1) 1100 (2) 110 2 (3) 44 2 (4) 2222 

67. Volt is the SI unit of 

(1) electric charge o (2) specific resistance 

(3) electric current loy aet(4) None of these Oy 

68. Four resistors each of 1:5 2 are arranged in the form of a parallelogram. The equivalent 
resistance between any two opposite corners is 

55 15 Q Dess sons 4 5groao s TroöQ Söyeso s, 4 ehereom eaoyr. S50 dods ods suToo 

dod 
(2) 3 A (4) 1-5 Q (1) 6Q (3) 0-66 2 

69. The material which has a resistivity value of about 10x1002-m at 20 °C is 

20 °C sg 38, 35'¢o 10x1010Q-m m sOns sogs 

(1) Air (2) Glass (3) Rubber (4) Iron 

Eeays 

70. When both the length and area of cross-section of a wire are doubled, then the resistance 
will be 

(1) doubled (2) quadrupled (3) halved (4) remains same 
Dodisey ers Sho eeroo 

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK / 363508 as3 



71, The work done by an electric force in moving a unit positive charge from one point to another point in a circuit is called 

s n d3ed) as soctbo6 t Dodis asod ssociaos Dodiss (Satirelos Sassodats es Ddayó weo 3g eons 

(1) resistivity (2) potential difference 

(3) drift speed (4) conductivity 

72. Two currents O-5 mA and 5 mA flow towards the junction in a circuit and three currents 
1 mA, x and 2 mA flow away from the junction. The value of x (in mA) is 

Oods y5 sro 05 mA s0so 5 mA es t5 Seaso60 eog5 z5 mo soaso ssrs Dig sose 

1 mA, x obaaos 2 mA es esogS ood rior (öareg, x Deos (mA) 6 

(1) 55 (2) 2:5 (3) 3 (4) 2 

73. The magnetic force acting on a moving charge is given by the product of three quantities, 

namely 

(1) charge, speed, electromotive force 

(2) charge, magnetic flux, magnetic flux density 

(3) charge, speed, magnetic flux density 

(4) charge, speed, current 

s3o, s, dog5 (rro 

74. Lenz's law gives 

(1) direction of the magnetic field line at any point 

(2) magnetic force acting on a current carrying wire in magnetic field 

(3) direction of induced current 

(4) pole strength of the bar magnet 

Soaabdhpöo dbos, jSNOgo 
SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK / Dgss s 



75. An auto driver has started his auto with the help of a rope by pulling. The device used by 

him to convert mechanical energy to electrical energy is 

(1) battery (2) transformer (3) fuse (4) dynamo 

76. The material more suitable for core of the electromagnet is 

(1) Cu-Ni alloy t(4) steel (2) nichrome (3) soft iron 
Cu-Ni 3ES So 

77. A conductor moving witha speed of 20 m/s in the lirection perpendicular to the 
direction of magnetic field of induction 0-5 T, induces an EMF of 5 V. The length of the 
conductor is 

S is O-5 T 0 sDN3 eaxsps aot coubN6 20 m/s Srio5 psaireks, 5 V os bigSayea weh 
Sehsbo. s TTSo 3s, 

(1) 1 m (2) 5 m (3) 50 m (4) 0-5 m 

78. The magnetic field lines due to the horseshoe magnet between its poles are 

(1) straight lines (2) squares 

(3) circles (4) loops of irregular shape 

79. A bar magnet is moved towards a coil (a) slowly, (b) quickly. The induced EMF is 

S Sooodnpur bnsoe 5s08 (a) 3aa, (b) 3ñorao saaado. (08 DdagSayoa voo 

(1) same in both cases (2) large in case (a) 

Bodio aodoD So (a) Sooho6 JES 

(3) large in case (b) (4) dependent only on radius of the coil 

(b) Sodjo6 Js 

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK/508 



80. Which among the following pair of units measure the temperature? 

(1) Degree Celsius, Joule (2) Degree Celsius, Calorie 
a 3yaxbs, 366 

(3) Degree Celsius, Kelvin 

a 3Djas5,3 30g5 
(4) Kelvin, Joule 

385, e 

81. Humidity means 

(1) Pressure difference in atmospheric air 

(2) Amount of water vapour in atmospheric air 

(3) Temperature in the atmosphere 

(4) Quantity of heat energy given by the Sun 

82. 40g of water at 60 °C is added to, 60 g of water at 30 °C. The final temperature of their 

mixture is 

60 C nS sOns 40 g S3o, 30 °C NS sOns 60 g b83 sOBrdo. Söjco oDo dd dtns 

(4) None of these 
(1)<50°C (2)>50 °C (3)-50 °C 

83. Ghee is converted from liquid to solid state during winter season. This process is called 

(4) Condensation 

droydsoeno 
(1) Evaporation (2) Melting (3) Freezing 

of 

84. The total internal reflection in diamond makes it shine, because the critical ang 

diamond is 

eco6 edoro Sogo66 3osso ovD Ss-8o:5 3iijo0. Jotiosisr Sgro dus, So0gs'eo Da3 

(4) 
None of these 

(1) very high (2) very low (3) exactly 45° 

pyor 45 

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK/ Dus08 S 



85. A rectangular tank of depth 4 m is full of water of refractive index 4/3. When viewed trom 

the top, the bottom of the tank is seen at a depth of 

4m 6'o soN3 Ls g saoorsU) Uyots Dodom 4/3 sdess Koenao sons bs6' Dod do0. 3550 03, 

yosh ecohoerho Sobod 5'a 

(1) 3 m (2) 2 m (3) 0-38 m (4) 1-33 m 

80. To examine the internal organs of a human body through light, the doctors use 

(1) stethoscope (2) centrifuge (3) sterilizer (4) optical fibre 

87. A bird is flying vertically downwards the surface of water of a lake with constant speed. For 

a fish inside the water exactly below the bird, the bird appears to be 

(1) farther than actual distance (2) closer than actual distance 

(3) at the actual position (4) None of these 

88. The angle between the paraxial rays and principal axis is 

(1) 45 (2) 0 1 (3) 90 (4) 83 

89. A convex lens has a focal length of 10 cm. If u is the object distance, then the image 
distance is given by 

5 Sooers-6 Seso ds, TyoBdo 10 cm. u sKpTEO easd (soDow drosao 

10 (1) u-10 (2) u-10 
10u (3) 
u-10 

u-10 
(4) 10u 

90. A double concave lens of refractive index 15 with its two spherical surfaces of radii 
R =30 cm and R2 =45 cm is kept in air. Its focal length is 

1:5 Sds3 Koenao sDn R= 30 cm 530c R2 =45 cm 'geur dots N'vsö åSOdUres 50Ns L5 

@ws6 Ses rö6' dodad). o ysoUOS3 

(1) 15 cm (2) 37-5 cm (3)-18 cm (4)-36 cm 
SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK / DS03 stio 



SECTION-III: CHEMISTRY 
91. The maximum number of electrons that can be accommodated in the L-shell of an 

atom is 

(1) 16 (2) 8 (3) 2 (4) 4 

92. If the atomic weights of lithium and potassium respectively are 7 and 39, then the atomic 
weight of sodium as per Dobereiner's law of triads is 

80ctbo Ss0cko ukpiooo daus, Sore groreo S6ss 7 s0dso 39 eosös, cu65 0s kagodo ssoao, 

(1) 22 (2) 11 (3) 46 (4) 23 

93. The corect order of electronegativity values of the following elements is 

(1) C<N<F <0 (2) C<0<N<F (3) C<N<O<F (4) N<C<O<F 

94. The number of elements present in period 4th of long form of periodic table are 

5765 esc ses 4 3 Ocis&5 di Srosro aop 

(1) 2 (2) 8 (3) 18 (4) 32 

95. The non-metal present in IVA (carbon family) is 

IVA 5 dar sey5 sotasousa6 dod ed'si 

(1) C (2) Sn (3) Pb (4) Ge 

96. The element with highest electron affinity value among halogens is 

(1) CI (2) F (3) Br (4)I 
SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK/ Des08 sta 



97. An element 12 M24 forms ionic compound with another element 'Y. Then the charge on 

the ion formed by M is 

LS esi 12M Y ed sresiav5 eavos eojo DöjoKb, eod M 3 56jd eaas Ke edo 

(1)+1 (2) +3 (3) +2 (4)-2 

98. The covalent bonds present in nitrogen molecule are 

3Ses eaay5 éod sSoaireshos eogres 

(1) onea (sigma) bond and one t (pi) bond 

(2) twoo (sigma) bonds and no t (pi) bond 

(3) one a (sigma) bond and two t (pi) bonds 

oo Söcdo dods T wove 

(4) two o (sigma) bonds and two t (pi) bonds 

99. The type of hybrid orbital exist at Be atom in BeCl, is 

BeClh eeasyE Be s65Ten) 3g 5 osmS öoSo syi) åoa? 

(1) sp (2) sp? (3) sp (4) sp-sp 

100. The shape of methane molecule is 

335 eea aas, u5j 

(1) pyramidal (2) trigonal planar (3) tetrahedral (4) linear 
sor6 (DEKs) dhaxo (ocoeo s86edatbo dbasbo 

101. Which of the molecules has highest bond length (A)? 

(1) H-F (2) H-Cl (3)H-Br (4) H-I 
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102. Match the following 

Ore Formula 

(a) FeO4 () Magnesite (h) ola 

b) MgCO (i) Magnetite (hs) 

(c) ZnS (ii) Cinnabar (r) 

(d) Hg,S (iv) Zinc Blende (o5 @od) 

(1) (a) (b) (c) (d) 
(iv) () (ii) (ii) 

(2) (a) b) (c) (d) 
(ii) ) (i) (iv) 

(3) (a) (b) (c) (d 
(ii) i) (iv) (ii) 

(d) (c) 
(iii) 

(4) (a) (b) 
) (ii) (iv) 

103. The most suitable method for concentration of sulphide ore is 

(1) washing (2) hand picking 

305 bo3oodo 

(3) froth floatation (4) magnetic separation 

ecdsdnps 3oyas sgo 

104. The name of complex ion formed when AgaS is dissolved in KCN solution is 

Ag,S 3 KCN granau6 soho2s5 beyd so eas dlus, sa 

(1) monocyanoargentate (|) ion (2) dicyanoargentate() ion 

a5hrg5dis () ea ag5ds () eas 

(3) tricyanoargentate() ion (4) tetracyanoargentate() ion 

rbrgSsS () eaio 
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105. Graphite is a good conductor of electricity because of 

(1) it has localized n electron system (2) it has delocalized n electron system 

(3) it has localized o electron system (4) it has delocalized o electron system 

106. The molecular formula of cyclopentane is 

(1) CgHi0 (2) CsH12 (3) CsHs (4) CsH 

107. The lUPAC name of the compound CH-CH CHCH, is 

CH-CH-CH=CH, vs, IUPAC issa 

(1) But-3-ene (2) But-1-ene (3) But-3-yne (4) But-1-yne 

-3-55 -1-55 -3-5 y-1-5 

108. CHOH on oxidation with alkaline KMnO4 gives the compound A, which on further 
oxidation gives the compound B. The names of A, B respectively are 

CHi,OH a geass KMnO, 5 ekgos aasr A e sisso beaso, sssearo eksens Ss B 
oa5a. eos A, B's s6s 

(1) methanal, methanoic acid (2) 
r6, a05ass essao 
ethanal, ethanoic acid 

2odr6, Do5 o5 essgaao 
(3) ethene, propanoic acid (4) ethyne, ethanoic acid 

a5, prsSoss5 esiao 

109. Which one of the following compound hydrocarbons can show isomerism? 

(1) CH (2) CHs (3) CHs (4) CaH1o 

110. CH,COOH is an organic 
CH,COOH eas50 5 

(1) weak base (2) weak acid (3) strong acid (4) strong base 
els esao 
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111. The volume occupied by 10 grams of hydrogen gas at STP is 

10 me @eS zutiot STP 3 Jo0 SosKPend egigod 

(1) 112 litres (2) 11-2 litres (3) 224 litres (4) 22-4 litres 

112 bes 11-2 bet 224 bex 22-4 Bescg 

112. The chemical equation BaCl + Na,SO4 -> BaSO4 + 2NaCl is an example for which type ot 

the following chemical reactions? 

BaCl +NagSO4 > BaSO4 +2NaCl e oToss S6; S $oð ri6 dDS éoTöe 

(1) Displacement (2) Combination 

(3) Decomposition (4) Double-displacement 

113. Which one of the following layers of a metallic compound can be formed on electric wire as 

insulator during rainy season and causes the power supply to our home from the electric 

pole to be interrupted? 

(1) Metal sulphide (2) Metal oxide 

(4) Metal peroxide 

6 3or3ya 
(3) Metal carbonate 

114. A thin layer of X metal is used as galvanizing on iron surface to protect from rusting of 

iron. The name of X metal is 

qp5oso sspigsboc 300odeto ma giáss 5kgo3 X e 6sTUo Texbsoiorr dsabMoD55, Xes 6'i 

(1) tin (2) lead (3) zinc (4) aluminium 

35 os eoeuyabdodbo 
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115. The chemical name of baking soda is 

(1) sodium carbonate (2) 
calcium hydrogen carbonate 

(3) calcium carbonate (4) sodium hydrogen carbonate 

116. The colour of methyl orange in allkaline medium (basic) is 

(1) orange (2) yellow (3) red (4) blue 

estoes 

117. Which one of the following types of medicine is used for treating indigestion? 

(1) Antibiotic (2) Analge sic (3) Antacid (4) Antiseptic 
esoeee esoeJE cross 

118. The number of water molecules present in one formula unit of gypsum is 

(1) two (2) half (a) (3) five (4) one 

SMSa (%) 

119. The names of the sub-shells present in M shell (n= 3) are 

Me3 soys53 (n= 3) 6 dodho dSS6joro 36 
(1) 2s, 2p, 2d (2) 3s, 3p, 3d (3) 3p, 3d, 3f (4) 4s, 4p, 4d, 4f 

120. As per Moeller chart, the correct ascending order of their energies of the following orbitals is 

(1) 3s <3p < 4s < 3d (2) 3s< 3p < 3d < 4s 
(3) 3s < 4s < 3p < 3d (4) 3s< 3d < 4s < 3p 

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK/ DasDs s 
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